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One of the most stunning, unique and captivating books on the account of the Ark and the global

Flood of Noah's day ever produced. Based on the account recorded in Genesis 6-9 in the Bible, the

narrative is true to the biblical record and its timeline of events concerning Noah and the Great

Flood, with added insight as to what it might have been like to be in Noah's shoes.The thrilling

adventure of Noah comes to life through the dazzling, detailed illustrations by Bill Looney in the

exciting True Story of NoahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Ark. The images of the interior of NoahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ark are

like nothing youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve ever seen before. The people and cities depicted here are certainly

more advanced than what youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been led to believe And this is not fiction - itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

all biblically and historically based.This book is not just material for Ministry to Children, but can also

be used as an excellent Evangelical tool because it comes directly from the multi-media

presentation of author Tom Dooley, who uses it to witness to multitudes of people across America

every week. This dramatic and exciting retelling of a timeless Bible story is an excellent resource

and should have a place in every Church Library.
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Loving, creative illustrations and a detailed story of Noah's ark give life to this extraordinary book.

--Roger Howerton, Acquisitions Editor, New Leaf Press and Master Books, June 5, 2003

Tom Dooley is one of the nation's top radio personalities. He has narrated countless documentaries



and his list of commercial "voice-overs" include Radio Shack, Zales, GE, and many more. He is

president of Master Media, a non-profit ministry which presents audio-visual seminars (including

The True Story of Noah's Ark) nationwide.

While titled "the true story," the author frequently uses phrases such as "perhaps," "maybe," and

"possibly."I didn't care for the illustrator's blonde hair on Eve or the multiple drawings of

dinosaurs.This was purchased to go with our Simply Charlotte Mason books, but I will be looking to

return it. We will use our Bible for the TRUE story.

If you don't like things that mess with thinking outside the box-DON'T BUY THIS! It's awesome,

presents a much more accurate torah/bible account of the flood than any other children's book I've

found...My husband told my son we'd get him a "better" Noah's ark book, because we had been

given a "Scholastic" one that was terrible (althoug it did have really nice pictures). I came across this

and almost couldn't believe it, I was so surprised. I think for the money, the info in here and the fact

that it comes with the cd, it's a great buy(haven't watched the cd yet though)! The pictures are done

on the computer I guess, or atleast in part, but have wonderful detail and they are very well done!! I

think it can be hard to accept the way God says things happened, since we are so used to the fairy

tale version of this stroy (you know, a cure little regular looking ship and a few safari looking animals

pairs)...if you are ready to think about what it would have really been like-in real life, and you want to

encourage this in your kids, then this is the book to get! One reviewer complained because there

were "dinosaurs" on the ark in this book, (uhem!)the bible does talk about dinosaurs-the name God

gave them is "dragons"...And that was their name until the 1800's ;) I don't mean to offend, just

stating the facts of history...ever notice how every culture has "dragons" in their art and stories,

hmmm ;) Given that particular reviewers' other comments, it seemed like she had an issue witht he

author (IDK-might be just my impression, I could be wrong)?Anyways, I was looking for a "better"

Noah's Ark book and this deliverd!

My grandmother is 90 and saw this book at her hairdresser and asked me to order it!! She loves it!

We are planning a trip to see the ark reaceation! Thank you!

My 6 year old grandson specifically asked for a book about Noah. After searching every bookstore

within 50 miles and finding only the cartoonish type board books, or "legends" or no books at all. I

ordered another book by Rein Poortlet and it was too adult (although it also is a beautiful book and



very thought provoking).....and still not finding exactly what I was looking for........I ordered this book

and prayed that it would be "THE BOOK." The book was delivered yesterday and it is "PERFECT."

The language may be a bit over his head, but when read to him it can be paraphrased or how about

this one.......explained. Mr. Looney's illustrations are beautiful......not your typical baby book animals

marching in 2 by 2.......giraffes, lions, and elephants hanging over the sides of the ark.....but dogs

and cats, birds, and even mammoths. The diversity is wonderful. This is "the Book" I was looking

for. Beautifully written and illustrated, definately not your typical cartoonish story of Noah. The Ark is

presented as it is described in the Holy Scriptures. I am going to purchase a second copy for my

bookshelf.

We loved the book coming with a audio CD. The book is great. It is not a bedtime reader book (IF

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A GOOD STORY BOOK FORMAT OF NOAH'S ARK look for the book:

"IN THE DAYS OF NOAH" by Gloria Clanin), though it is a great introduction book for kids and

adults to understand about the time of our great great great...etc. relatives and the ark to

accompany Clanin's story book. My 4 yo loves listening to the CD of "The True Story of Noah" and

looking at the pictures. It shows the preservation of the dinosaurs, which did scientifically happen,

making it fantastic and very accurate! The great deluge (the world wide flood) is a key event in

history that needs to be understood well to comprehend Earth Science. Remember that the Bible is

far from the sole source historically recording the great deluge, though it is the most reliable source.

Every major culture has recorded this event occurring. The geological data of this event having

occurred is overwhelming. There also couldn't have been a "Ice Age" without this event. And lastly it

is proven that all of the "Human Racial" DNA has been linked back to a sole Male and Female

through the finding of the human corpse (labeled "EVE") in Africa. Therefore focusing us back to a

sole family. This is a fantastic book and a must in your teaching collection!

Very nice much better than I thought it would be

This is a great companion book to a telling/teaching of Noah's Ark. It's not written at a preschool

level; it's more geared toward older elementary, but the pictures are great and the information is

interesting (it breaks down how many days Noah and his family spent on the ark, shows an

accurate picture of the ark based on the biblical specifications, etc).

This book is beautiful. The artwork is just outstanding. And it really gives a good visual to the eye as



to how big Noah's ark really was. My young girls did not care so much for the CD (yet).
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